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GRANTA BOOKS, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 198 x 129 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Adrift in lives of possibility and limitation, the flawed,
struggling and sympathetic characters of these desperate, eerie
stories seek refuge from meaninglessness and boredom in love,
art, friendship, drugs, and sex. A journalist is either the guest or
captive of a reclusive former tennis star at his mansion in the
French hills; a terrible storm forces a man and a woman, who
may be his therapist, to flee New York together; the artistic
ambitions of a banker are laid bare when he comes under the
influence of two strange sisters. Unflinching, funny and
profound, Prodigals maps the degradations of contemporary
life - from the deification of celebrity, to the impotence of
violence, to the psychological debts of privilege, to the loss of
grand narratives - with unusual insight, sincerity, and passion. It
is a fiercely honest and heartfelt look at what we have become,
the comedy of our foibles, and our longing for home.
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These kinds of pdf is the best publication readily available. This is for anyone who statte there had not been a well
worth reading through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for relating to if you ask me).
-- Neil Ha lvor son-- Neil Ha lvor son

A brand new eBook with an all new point of view. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e
publication. Your life span is going to be change once you comprehensive looking at this publication.
-- Sa bina  Wa elchi-- Sa bina  Wa elchi
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